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Dearest 
      I am very sorry now that I wrote you anything about Sue’s letter when I see how you 
took it for I meant you to see what I think is true [-] that Sue does not feel now as she did at 
first when she first said that she should have chosen for me a college girl.  I enclose Mags first 
letter so that you can see that she has not been double tongued.  Her last one went for me 
entirely & not for you in the least & you are wholly off I think in what you think about the girls 
opinion of you.  I am the one whom they blame in the whole matter & they are getting fonder 
of you all the time.  I think that I was wrong to write you what Sue had written & hope that you 
will pardon me for all I made you suffer for I think you must have been suffering when you 
wrote me such a letter as your last.  You say in one place “I have almost felt that some thing 
would happen to separate us farther than any number of miles could do” and again “I have 
even felt a little more forgiving toward you than when I began this letter.”  I think that you must 
have felt very badly to have been able to write those words to me when you know how much I 
love you & that I would do any thing to shelter you from a single twinge of pain.  I know that 
you were partly troubled because I didn’t write last Sunday but I couldn’t have written last 
Sunday & said one word about my self without telling you every thing I felt.  I am about as bad 
internally today but far stronger and I shall not let another Sunday pass when I owe a letter 
without writing something.  And now I must get off this subject while I have some strength left 
_   

I have written a long letter home to my mother & a confidential letter & told her just 
how I think things stand & pleading with her to speak a good word for me with the girls.  I think 
that if she manages to keep it to herself she can help me a good deal now & then with a quiet 
word to the girls __ 
       I am interested in your account of Mr Steinbach.  He must be an interesting fellow.  I 
didn’t care so much about your analysis of your motive in not telling him what show you 
wanted go to & think it too bad to waste so much money upon so insignificant a performance 
but of course he has lots of money & would as soon spend his money upon one thing as 
another.  I should like to know him.  I have seen a number of Germans of the student class.  I 
should like to see some of the merchant class.  I admire many things in the get-up of the 
german mind as I have seen it in students very highly & I have studied the writing of perhaps 
two or three dozen - & had a chance to see how they look & work at things which also interest 
me.  [Ill.] Hatscheck is the name of one[,] Rabl of another[,] Spengel of a third[,] who are men 
not much older than I am.  Then Claus, [Ill.], Von Thring, Haeckel, & Semper are others[,] old 
men or at least well along.  Then between them again stand Hertwig Brothers[,] two most 
brilliant & successful men.  Then there is a group of still older men most of whom have now 
passed away[:] Johannes Müller[,] Von Bast[,] Pander[,] Wolff[,] who were the pioneers & great 
grandfathers so to speak of the present generation.  I should look for many traits of character 
such as these present in one of the merchant class.  I should look for slight attention to show in 
comparison with solid & substantial worth.  I might fail to find it[,] this latter[,] but I should look 
for it for it is a marked feature of the german as I know him, & the other is quite as 
characteristic of the french as its absence is of the germans.  You refer in a recent letter to the 
visit to the Seventh Regiment Armory.  I have never been there & should be very glad of a 



chance to go.  It isn’t my fortune tho [ill.] to have seen the inside of any of the finest I guess I 
may say of the New York buildings.  Really however I have had very little chance to do so for 
those places are open only at certain times & the chance of my being in the city at those times 
is slight & then too I dont ever have a great deal of time to go about any how __  That is an 
advantage which people who live in a fine city[,] many of them[,] never think of.  It is one of the 
things we ought to be grateful for as we are for free air & sunshine etc.  I don’t mean to live 
exactly in the city but to live inside its civilizing & stimulating circle of influence.  I get the 
papers & go for the art items & they feed somewhat my famished appetite but it is like a meal 
of cold potatoes & bread without butter.  It barely suffices to keep one alive.  That reminds me 
that there is a very appreciative account of Damrosch’s German Opera in this weeks Nation.  I 
imagine that their movement will mark a new epoch in New York’s music culture & I hope it will 
for the day is now too late for the artificialities of the italian opera.  There is also an account of 
the Philharmonic Society concert in the same number & the first of a series upon the Watts 
pictures.  I long so to see those pictures & should give considerable to hear the German Opera 
Company — but of course I shan’t get more than the faintest whiff from them thro the 
newspaper.  The conventional style of the newspapers somehow half spoils an account of any 
such performance for me a & [ill.] fresh narrative gives it a flavor altogether lacking in the cut & 
dried account of the musical critic who [ill.] in some set phrases & then shifts the glass a little in 
the kaleidoscope for the next picture & calls you to see again his next criticism.  What a 
freshness there is in such musical narrative as any Figero.  “Of course no one could have 
expected all those innumerable nuances & shades of expression that one hears etc.”  I have 
seen that a hundred times or words to that effect in musical criticism & it begins to have a sort 
of ready made effect that is borous _  However I wont growl for the art notes in the Nation are 
invaluable but and they couldn’t well be written better for one requires in that sort of an article 
a certain conventional style but it dont do away with the [ill.] of the personal letter where one 
may leap over the boundaries set by usage and roam about unconfined[,] say what he pleases 
& how he pleases & thus give his narrative a piquancy that it cannot have where he is 
trammeled.  I think that Mag writes often almost model letters.  You will see in the one I 
enclose I think in several places tho it is not nearly so good as many she writes. 
        I haven’t very much to tell you about myself tonight for there hasn’t been a great deal 
going on this week.  Indeed there never is & so perhaps I write you more about the way I feel 
than I should.  Of course my mental life is active & not dull to me but I can’t reasonably expect 
you to be forever listening to what I have done on this animal & what I have done on that 
animal when you cant see the animals or understand any thing about them without a very long 
explanation & not very well even then for it is impossible to convey any adequate idea 
whatever about these creatures without the person can see them for himself or herself ___  I 
don’t get as much time for reading outside my own specialty as I ought to take.  Several 
novels[,] several critical articles & a number of books are waiting for me but I get but very little 
time for them __  I could interest you in these if I read any but I don’t.  I have read less this term 
than I ever did in the same time before in my life & this is because I am putting all my reading 
now upon natural history subjects.  Of course this wont continue forever & soon I shall drop 
one class & then have considerably lighter work for the physiology runs only one half term.  I 
have Charles Auchester on the list of books waiting to be read & anticipate a great deal of 
pleasure from it but I havent yet read even the first page.  I dont know how much longer it will 



have to wait.  Dr Smart has sent out circulars to every member of the university State 
legislature requesting them all to pay us a visit & then when they meet he means to ask for 
money for the university.  He will ask for over one hundred thousand dollars & we feel pretty 
confident that he will get what he wants.  None of that is to go to our new building for the 
natural history department but for a building for the Mechanical Department.  Then we come 
next and expect to get what we want.  Barnes is working Dr Smart & our department has 
somehow an inside track, for inspite of their deficiencies Dr Smart always gets every thing we 
want in the way of working materials.  Lately a Mr Webster of the U.S. Entomological 
Commission has come here.  He wants to work some where & has looked at all the laboratories 
in the state & thinks that this is the place for him to work on zoology.  I am also very glad to 
have him here for we can [ill.] Dr Smart for utensils for his work which Dr Smart will readily give 
us & then I shall also suck much information out of him as to many details of insect structure & 
modes of working which no one except an entomologist ever knows.  I have already pointed 
out several interesting general bearings of his discoveries as he has been at work & this has 
produced in him a proper respect for me & so I think that I shall get & perhaps give also help __  
I am a good deal interested in some insect matters but haven’t time to work them out for 
myself _  Am I not selfish[?]  I suppose that we all are so but I shan’t steal away any of 
Webster’s discoveries.  He may have them so far as he works them out.  He does beautiful work 
_  Is a married married man about my age & height[,] comes from Illinois[,] is dirty & [ill.] 
unattractive[,] negligent in appearance but a very enthusiastic worker & well informed on 
insect matters.  I dont know how much he knows outside of that. 
      We are having a cold snap and I guess we may have skating for Thanksgiving if the cold 
keeps up.  The wind blows furiously coming into the river valley across the prairie.  Thanksgiving 
this week[,] how much I have to thank God for & yet I forget all this sometimes I fear.  May he 
in his grace forgive me! 
       Dr Smart took pity on my loneliness & invited me to his house for dinner and on Friday I 
expect I shall go out quail & rabbit hunting with Prof. Smith.  Dont worry I shant hit any thing & 
am far more likely to get shot myself.  If I get my right hand shot off I shall have to learn to write 
with my left hand or get a type writer.  I guess the latter would be the scheme _ 
         I had a note from Em Bray at last.  It was kind of her to write it.  Please to thank her for 
me.  I wont send it to you for there isn’t anything in particular in it.  I am glad that you no longer 
have to go to Orange at such late hours.  You may be fearless but at the same time I had rather 
have you in the house after dark.  I know I am an old grannie about it.  Still I feel easier I think 
on those day (I believe you do go only once a week) if I don’t think of you as traveling about the 
city at 8 oclock at night.  I am glad that you are doing so nicely with your pupils.  I should like to 
take lessons of you myself.  Would you rap my fingers & box my ears when I made mistakes[?]  I 
suppose that you would be very severe.  I fear I should fall into follies like your present pupils & 
admire your face.  I dont wonder that they like it.  I have always from the first loved to look at 
your face.  Ha here I go sliding sliding & the first thing I know I shall be writing things there I am 
resolved not to write for they will lead me to things which I oughtn’t to write. 
        I didn’t go to the post office today & think I have been wise __  The periodicity of your 
letters is much harder to compute than the orbit of a comet.  There are too many uncertain 
quantities in the problem _  I begin to think that the only safe course is to let each one be a 
little surprise party all by itself & then I can enjoy it the more because of the Surprise.  And now 



I am going to stop.  Not that I am talked out.  I am not that but I don’t feel good tonight.  I am 
so lonely & heart sick & feel that I am straining all the time to keep from saying things that may 
as well remain unsaid, for they dont do either of us any good.  Good bye my own Effie.  Never 
write again that you have not forgiven me aught nor that you think that something may 
estrange us too two, not that any how.  I can’t imagine what it was.  I wont think what might 
have come up in your thot to make you feel so toward your loving Harry ____  


